HDR method is a common used approach to enhance a LDR image for a static scene. It creates a HDR image from a number of LDR images for a static scene. But for a LDR video, the problem is somewhat different. Because the video is captured from a moving camera, it is difficult to obtain the images with different exposures for the same scene. This work proposes a 2-pass HDR method for the compensation of highlights and shadows in a video. First, barrel distortion correction and cylindrical projection are used to correct the perspective distortion, so the frames on different time can be aligned together. Then, the proposed 2-pass HDR method compensates the improper exposed frames in video. Because the proper exposure frame may come from preceding or succeeding frames, the process scan bi-directionally to compensate the highlights and shadows. Experimental results show that our method can effectively compensate the highlights and shadows for the input videos and yield the satisfied compensated results.
Introduction
"Dynamic range" in photography is used to define the ratio between the brightest and darkest intensities that cameras can measure in the scene. Because the dynamic range of scene is larger than that of cameras, it possibly happens that over-exposed highlights or under-exposed shadows occur in images or videos (Fig. 1 ). We propose a novel method to compensate these videos to enhance the details in the improperly exposed regions and generate the more clear videos. High dynamic Range (HDR) imaging has been used for many years. Different from Low dynamic Range (LDR) image with only 8-bit depth intensity in each channel, HDR images have more bits per channel. [1] used series of bracket exposure LDR images from a common digital camera, and found the response curve of this camera. These bracket exposure images are merged into an HDR image by this response curve. However, most of monitors can only display 8-bit LDR image, so the HDR image can't be displayed directly. Tone mapping technique can compress the data in HDR image to fit the monitor and it maintains details in HDR image. Tone mapping methods can be classified into two major types. The first one decomposes the image into a base layer and a detail layer. Only the base layer handles the contrast, so the detail can be preserved [2] . The second method is to attenuate the magnitudes in gradient field, and LDR image is obtained on the modified gradient field by solving a Poisson equation [3] . In the processing of HDR imaging, the camera data, such as aperture, shutter speed or ISO, are necessary. [4] proposed a different method that camera data is not needed. They analyzed three features, i.e. contrast, saturation and well-exposedness in images, and merged the input bracket exposure images using Laplacian and Gaussian pyramid. This method skips the HDR image finding and tone mapping process used in traditional method. Although bracket exposure images can be merged into an HDR image, this method doesn't work on a single input image. [5] proposed a method to compensate over exposure region in a single input image by using lightness recovery and color correction.
Related to video compensation, some methods used the specific devices to generate the HDR videos. [6] applied a beam splitter to separate the radiance into three parts and used three cameras to capture video. Three cameras have different exposure settings and the gradient based HDR compression is used to yield an HDR video. [7] used a special camera that can capture a video with alternating short and long exposures. They warped the adjacent image, built the radiance map and applied the tone mapping method to get the final result. [8] used a camera auto exposure system together with the camera data to build an HDR video. In commercial digital cameras, the shadow enhancement or dynamic spread in still image are common functions. However, these commercial products lack for these functions for videos.
This work proposed an automatic method to compensate these highlights and shadows in videos by using commercial cameras. Fig. 2 shows the system diagram. Barrel distortion correction and cylindrical projection are first used to correct the perspective distortion, so the frames at different time can be matched together. Then, we use 2-Pass HDR method to compensate highlights and shadows in the scene. Highlights or shadows in a frame can get proper exposure from other frames. In Fig. 3 , the left part of the top image is a highlight region, which can be compensated by proper exposed region in bottom image. On the other hand, the right part of the bottom image is a shadow region, which can be compensated by proper exposed region in the top image. Because the properly exposed region may come from preceding or succeeding frames, the process needs two directions to compensate the current frame. In addition, traditional HDR methods need to know the camera data such as aperture, shutter speed or ISO, and these devices are very expensive. We use an HDR merge method, so we can take videos by commercial cameras. When we use HDR method to merge two registered image, we use the forward mosaic and backward mosaic to solve this problem of frame movement. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the techniques of frame registration. Section 3 describes the 2-pass HDR method to compensate the highlights and shadows in a video. Section 4 describes the determination of three parameters which yield three different compensation effects. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Conclusions and future works are drawn in Section 6.
Frames Registration
In the proposed method, we select two frames at different time and merge them. However, the objects in these frames are mismatched due to perspective distortion. The section describes the process which corrects the barrel distortion first, projects the input frames onto cylindrical surface, and finds the shift between all registered frames using SURF.
Lens Distortion Correction
Barrel distortion is a common used model for lens distortion. The reason is the difference of magnification between each point on the image. The lens has biggest magnification in the centre of the image, and it decreases when the distance from a point to the centre of image increases. We correct the barrel distortion using the model in [9] :
where r u and r d are the distance from a point to the center centre of image in the undistorted and distorted images, respectively. D is the parameter of lens distortion. This parameter varies from lens to lens. If D is bigger, the distortion effect is stronger.
Cylindrical Projection
Cylindrical projection [10] projects the images onto cylinder surface under the assumption that the images are captured in the middle of a cylinder (Fig. 4) . And the cylinder surface can be spreaded out to a plane image. A complete cylindrical projection consists of four parts (Fig.  5 ). The image coordinates can be regarded as the fourth quadrant, so we convert this region. The other three parts convert by the coordinates' symmetry. 
Frame Shift Finding
In this section, we describe how to find the frame shift between registered images in order to merge them using HDR method. A horizontal video diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . This camera pans from right to left to take frames from number 0 to L. The auto exposure system in camera changes the exposure value according to the different luminance that the camera captures in the scene, so the exposure difference between each frame may be very significant. We use SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [11] to find the relation between registered images. This method consists of three steps. First, it finds the interest points of the image, and then computes the interest point descriptors for each one. At last, it compares the interest point descriptors between two images and finds the corresponding points. Fig. 7 shows the correspondence results, where the red lines mean the correct corresponding points and the green line are wrong. The wrong corresponding points will be eliminated and we get the shift between these two frames. We use SURF method to find the shift in every frame relative to the first frame, and use this equation:
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2-Pass HDR Method
The compensation of the highlights and shadows for the registered images is described in the section, which is consist of two parts: the former one uses the forward and backward scan to compensate the highlights and shadows, and the latter merges two frames using HDR method in a moving scene.
Forward and Backward Scan
When the highlights and shadows appear in a frame, it may have proper exposure frames in the preceding or succeeding frames due to the exposure value adjusting by the camera. For example, in Fig. 8 , a flower in original video has different exposure in frame t, frame t+T and frame t+2T, where only frame t has proper exposure. If frame t in original video is the first frame, we assign this frame to the compensated video. If it is not the first frame, frame t in compensated video is assigned to come from the preceding frames. Then, we merge frame t in compensated video and frame t+T in original video to yield the frame t+T in compensated video, and merge
frame t+T in compensated video and frame t+2T in original video to yield the frame t+2T in compensated video. Because HDR method always selects the proper exposure to merge images, highlights or shadows can be compensated by proper exposure frames indirectly. 
where frame i forward H is the frame i -th output frame in the forward scan (the compensated video in Fig. 8 ), and reg I is the registered frames from input video frames I (the original video in Fig. 8) . HDR is an improved HDR method which is described in section 3.2. L is the last frame number and T is the frame interval, and it is a parameter that we can adjust it to yield the different effect. In this equation, every frame in reg I uses HDR method to merge with the preceding T frames in forward H to yield a new frame in forward H . If the preceding T frames is less than 0, it merges with the first frame. In Fig. 8 , the highlights or shadows are compensated from preceding frames. However, the highlights or shadows may be compensated from succeeding frames. Hence, we use the backward scan to handle this situation. It is similar to forward scan and is expressed as following equation: . If the succeeding T frames is greater than L , it merges with the last frame. We will get a new video backward H that the highlights and shadows are compensated by these two equations.
Improved HDR Method in a Moving Scene
Traditional HDR methods need camera data such as aperture, shutter speed and ISO to build an HDR image, and then display this HDR image by tone mapping. However, we can't get this information using a common digital camera, so the image fusion method [4] is adopted in our method. Instead of the camera data, this method only needs two or more images to merge a satisfactory resul. This method skips the HDR image building and utilizes the color features in the image directly. It uses three measures to describe these features: contrast, saturation and well-exposedness. Contrast is an absolute value of the Laplacian filter response to the input images, saturation is a standard deviation between the RGB channels, and well-exposedness is a value decides how the intensity close to 0.5 using the Gauss curve. These three measures combine to a weight map:
where ,, i j k W is the weight in (i,j) of k-th image and C , S and E are measures for contrast, saturation and wellexposedness, respectively. C  , S  and E  are the weighting exponents. Then, we normalize the weight map: ( 6 ) and the weighted blending is:
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where R is the final result, and k IM is the k-th input image. However, this easy blending method produces halo artifacts around edges, so this paper uses a Laplacian pyramid of the input images and a Gaussian pyramid of the weight maps:
where G and L are Gaussian pyramid and Laplacian pyramid, respectively, and R is the final result. We blend the Gaussian pyramid and Laplacian pyramid to build a When two registered images are going to be merged, they cannot just be combined directly because of the camera movement. Fig. 9 shows the frame k and kT  . The view of frame k is enclosed by the red line, and the enclosed region is also shown in frame kT  , where the green line region lacks for information. If we stitch the image from frame k with green line region in frame kT  , it yields an unnatural boundary because the exposure between them is different. For this reason, we use mosaic method to solve this problem. In Fig. 10 , nonoverlapped region is composed of all the strip images from frames kT  to k . Although the above-mentioned method can solve the non-overlapped region problem, this process is too timeconsuming. Therefore, we mosaic all the frames for the input in advance. In forward scan, we use reg I to mosaic from frame 0 to frame L (Fig. 11) . On the contrary, in backward scan, we use forward H to mosaic from frame L to frame 0 (Fig. 12) . 
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Overlaying Value
Frame interval plays an important role in our system since this parameter decides the effect of results. When frame interval is larger, the compensation is stronger; however, the ghost is more possible to appear in the results. Three different frame intervals can be used to selection process and to avoid the ghost. One is the strongest compensation, and one is weakest compensation, and the last one is the middle one. If user doesn't like all of them, he can adjust frame interval to fit requirement. In this section, we introduce the overlaying value first and then decide the maximum, minimum and medium frame intervals.
Frame interval setting influences the overlaying value of a frame which decides the compensation effect. Overlaying value measures the amount of frames overlaid together. Fig. 13 shows two conditions under different frame intervals 12 TT  . In Fig. 13(a) , Fig. 13 (b TT  , the overlaying value in Fig. 13 (a) is less than Fig. 13 (b) . In order to simplify this problem, we assume the camera movement speed is stable. If the movement speed is slow, a point in the scene would appear in more frames. Then a larger frame interval is selected if the same overlaying value is required. The overlaying value decides the compensation effect. In Fig. 14 , we use different overlaying values to compensate highlights or shadows in the same video. The time line means a scene that has different exposure (a flower in this example in Fig. 14(a) ). The pink region depicts the improper exposure (highlights or shadows), the green region depicts proper exposure, and the gray area between them is the transition exposure. Highlights or shadows need to be compensated by the proper exposure. We use three different frame intervals, 1 2 3 T T T . Fig. 14(a) uses the largest frame interval, so the overlaying value is smallest. The proper exposure can send to the highlights or shadows. However, when frame interval is smaller in Fig. 14(b) and (c), the overlaying value is larger. Although HDR method tries to select the best exposure to merge images, it may include some improper exposure in results. If we overlay too much improper exposure on the proper exposure, the result will be of improper exposure. For this reason, when the frame interval is smaller, the overlaying value is larger, and the result will be more close to the input video. To calculate the overlaying value, we need to know how much frames that a point appears. We assume the camera movement speed is stable. The frame count in horizontal video hori Count can be expressed as following equation:
where
Width is the width in horizontal registered image (Fig. 15) .
.
L shift
Vx means the total shift in x direction in a video. If the total shift is less than
Width , it means a point appears in each frame of the video, so we set the frame count is L, the length of the video. 
where Height is the height in vertical registered image (Fig. 15) .
Vy means the total shift in y direction in a video. If the total shift is less than Height , it means a point appears in video every frame, so we set the frame count is L . The effect of compensation is very weak when the overlaying value is too large. Therefore, we set a maximum overlaying value to avoid that the result is too close to original video. We use different overlaying values and calculate the sum of difference in highlights and shadows between original videos and results. The run chart is shown in Fig. 16 . There are three videos in this run chart. The axis x and axis y mean overlaying value and mean absolute difference (the average of intensity difference in highlights and shadows between the input and result), respectively. It is observed that when overlaying value is larger, the mean absolute difference is smaller. If the overlaying value is 13, the mean absolute differences are all less than 40. The effect of compensation is very weak. Thus, we set min T that the overlaying value is 13.
Experimental Results
In the experiments, we use the digital camera Pentax W10, and install this camera on a tripod to take smooth videos. The file format of this camera is QuickTime, and frame size is 640x480, and frame rate is 30 fps. The average process time of one frame is about 8 seconds. When a video has 1000 frames, it needs about one hour and six minutes to process.
We tilted up camera and took this sunrise scene in morning. The camera received sunlight directly, so the highlights and shadows are serious in sky and ground. The forward mosaic and exposure variance is shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 , respectively. The turning section in Fig. 18 is too small, so we can ignore it and the ghost doesn't appear in the result when we use arbitrary frame interval. We apply three different frame intervals to yield different results (Fig. 19) . min T , medium T and max T in this video are 49, 86 and 344, respectively. In results, the highlights and shadows are compensated very well, and the three different frame intervals yield different effects of compensation indeed. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new method to compensate the videos with improper exposure. Our system combines image registration and 2-pass HDR method, and uses exposure fusion to merge images. The camera data is unnecessary in our system, so we can use a commercial digital camera to capture videos, and use our system to compensate the highlights and shadows. Besides, a proper frame interval is also determined to make a better result. When the highlights and shadows are compensated, we can get a more natural video. Currently, the input videos must be taken under a smooth path due to the assumption of cylindrical projection. In the future, we plan to incorporate another method capable of registering the frames which were captured by freely moving camera.
